IV. Cytological
Findings on the Hypothalamic Neurosecretory Cells of the Experimentally Dehydrated Dog.
(Contributions to the Comparative Histology of the Hypothalamo-hypophysial System. 36th Report.) (Received September 25, 1957.) In the previous paper, the author, with normal, adult dogs, has described his findings on general shapes and forms of hypothalamic neurosecretory cells, cell nucleus, mitochondria, GOLGI apparatus, NISSL substance, and secretory material together with their correlations in various phases of secretory cycle. The author, however, has felt as a result of the previous researches, that there are many problems still left undetermined by the mere findings on the normal-conditioned animal. Generally, in cytological studies on glandular cells, not only the findings on normal conditions, but those on various experimental conditions esp. those under physiological conditions which accelerate glandular activities should be noted and the comparison between both these findings has very often proved to be of much use for the interpretation of secretory process. The neurosecretory material is a histological indicator of the posterior lobe hormone with adiuretin as its chief functional substance which, in the experimentally dehydrated condition, that is, in the condition that demands antidiuretic hormone, decreases markedly, and yet recovers itself when water is given. This has been reported by several investigators, and the author et al. (TAMIYA, IMOTO and TAKAHASHI 1956 ) have as well confirmed its findings by staining the neurosecretions and reported on it. Very few researches, however, have been carried out on the cytological findings on neurosecretory cells in the dehydrated conditions. Following the previous paper in which the author has reported on the cyto-organelles in the neurosecretory cell in the normal condition, the present paper describes the author's subsequent cytological studies on the neurosecretory cell in the dehydrated condition, that is, the condition of an excited secretory activity. a) Cell body and cell nucleus. Of the general findings on the neurosecretory cell in the dehydrated condition, the changes observed in nucleus are markedly noticed. HILLARP (1949) , ORT-MANN (1951) and LEVEQUE (1953) have already reported an enlargement of nucleolus in the neurosecretory cell of the rat in the dehydrated condition; EICHNER (1952) , MACHER (1952) , and TAMIYA, IMOTO & TAKAHASHI (1956) have also reported an enlargement of nucleus itself in the neurosecretory cell of the hamster, rat and dog, respectively, in the dehydrated condition; in the author's present study as well the enlargement of a cell nucleus has been observed just in the same manner as those previous reports have demonstrated. It is already proved by BENNING-HOFF et al. (1949) that such an enlargement of cell nucleus is generally a symptom of the hyperfunction of a cell, so, in this case, it might be considered that the hyperfunction of a neurosecretory cell has been histologically confirmed.
Regarding the nucleolus, the author has observed a marked change of intranucleolar vesicles; namely, in all cases, by far the more intranucleolar vesicles are visible than in the normal condition, while, on the other hand, a deeply stained nucleolus seems to be rather rare. And, as to the number and form of vesicles, there is a variety of them: a nucleolus with a single, fine, round vesicle; a nucleolus with several round vesicles; a clearly contoured nucleolus, the inside of which appears vesicular as a whole; a nucleolus with fine vesicles conglutinating themselves into an irregular form etc. (Fig. 1) . Of the nucleolar function, there have been two confronting theories on it: one theory attaching importance upon it as an organ of a living cell, the other putting no positive value upon it. According to CASPER-SON and his school, a nucleolus, containing RNA and protein, changes its size and b) Mitochondria.
In the previous paper, the author has reported that the mitochondria of neurosecretory cells of normal dog are predominantly of a short rod-like form, followed by many of a granular form and very few of a filamentous form, and that they are mostly observed scattering evenly in the cytoplasm, but are very often found gathering around the nucleus, etc.
In the mitochondria of neurosecretory cells in the experimentally dehydrated condition, compared with those in the normal condition, the following variations of the form and sites in the cytoplasm are observed: 1. In the dehydrated condition, many mitochondria become observable chiefly KUROTSU (1940) , describing the mitochondria of neurosecretory cells, tell they take a short rod-like or granular form in case of the cells containing a big amount of secretory material, but, in case of the secretory material contained in the cells being only a small amount, they generally take a long form. Though it should wait for the later investigations to interpret rightly the author's finding of the appearence of many filamentous mitochondria in the dehydrated condition where marked hyperfunction of neurosecretory cells are presumed answering to an intense demand of adiuretin, yet it might be too hasty to decide, at least, that the granularization of mitochondria means a secretory hyperactivity. For the fact that definite variations of shape, form and sites of mitochondria are observable under the conditions which ought to promote hyperfunction of neurosecretory cells, it is presumable that mitochondria have something to do with the formation and maturity of secretory material. The function, however, might probably be an indirect one through the medium of the enzyme system. c) GOLGI apparatus. Marked changes are observed of GOLGI apparatus of neurosecretory cells in the experimentally dehydrated condition, compared with those in the normal condition. Namely, in the dehydrated condition, GOLGI apparatus forms a complicated network spreading in the whole area of the cytoplasm except for its outermost area, unlike the GOLGI apparatus in the normal condition surrounding the nucleus in a ring-form. Such findings are observed on a good many cells (Fig, 3) . Again, with the development and complication of the network, the vacuoles corresponding to 'GOLGI-internum' are increased. Furthermore, the cell with fragmented forms of GOLGI apparatus which are observed very few in the normal condition, are increased. GOLGI apparatus of this form also spreads nearly in the whole area of the cytoplasm in the dehydrated condition (Fig. 4) . By the double staining, the presence of both GOLGI networks or fragments and NISSL substance intermixed with each other is observable, whose topographical localization, however, is mostly not so distinct as in the normal condition.
The shape and form of GOL-GI apparatus changing in answering to various phases of secretion of glandular cell have been variously reported and the problem of its participation in the production of the secretory material has been a matter of discussion. The latest results of cytology, however, have been bringing forth apparently a negative finding on the presence of the GOLGI apparatus hitherto reported.
Namely, PALADE and CLAUDE (1949) reported that GOLGI apparaus is a transformation product of spherical bodies lying near the nucleus which transform themselves by fixation or silver impregnation, manifest myeline figures and are combined in a network. In addition, with the prevalence of the use of a phase contrast microscope in studies, there appeared such schools as THOMAS (1951), TAKAGI (1953) . BAKER (1954) , NISHIDA (1955 ) et al., and GATENBY (1951 , MOUSSA (1953) et al.; the former school maintains that GOLGI apparatus is a figure of lipid-containing substances changed and united by fixation and other treatments, while the latter school insists that in a living cell nearly the same structures with tubular or reticulated GOLGI apparatus of a fixed cell exist, and the contention of both schools still continues. Even if the shapes and forms of GOLGI apparatus revealed by silver impregnation or osmium method were an artificial production, it can never be said, however, that those many investigations that have been tried upon their variations answering to the secretory activity of a cell are groundless and insignificant. Those investigations revealing the collapse or granularization of GOLGI apparatus chiefly in the regressive stage of a cell, for example, at the cutting of a nerve process (PENFIELD 1920 , COWDRY 1924 , or in autolysis ; further, in hyperactivity of a thyroid cell, a marked development of GOLGI apparatus is observable (CRAMER and LUDFORD 1926, GILLMANN 1934) etc. All those works can never lose their significance even at present. It is considered that such changes of the shapes and forms of GOLGI apparatus should rather be interpreted as one of the equivalent figures of ever-varying cell function. The development and becoming more complex of GOLGI apparatus observed by the author in neurosecretory cells of dehydrated dog, though clarification of its role in the formation-mechanism of secretory material should require some time to come, might be interpreted as a symptom of hyperactivity of the cell in the dehydrated condition. d) NISSL substance. In the previous paper, the author has described that there is a certain definite relationship observed between size of a cell and amoumt of NISSL substance and secretory material.
In the figure of NISSL substance of neurosecretory cells of the dog that has been kept in the dehydrated condition for 14 days on end, marked variations from the normal figure are observable. It is true of both dehydrated and normal conditions that massive NISSL substances are present chiefly at the cell periphery, but, in the dehydrated condition, individual NISSL substances become irregular, uneven masses and their whole arrangement and situation fall into disorder. There are very seldom found such cells showing a peripheral NISSL ring as is observed in a normal dog. NISSL substances are often observed in groups here and there in the cell periphery or forming layers. There are also massive NISSL substances observed frequently in the central area of a cell. Furthermore, there are not seldom observed NISSL substances adhering to the nuclear membrane. In the intervals of these uneven, massive NISSL substances scattered in such irregular manner, powdery NISSL substances are observed, and many transitional forms are observable between massive and powdery NISSL substances (Fig. 5) . With nerve cells not belonging to the neurosecretory nucleus, the NISSL substances are decreased generally in the dehydrated condition. The relation between the size of neurosecretory cell and NISSL substances is a little defferent from the one in the normal condition: even in the cell of a small type is found almost always a good amount of NISSL substances, while, in the cell of a bigger type, a large amount of irregularly shaped massive NISSL substance is observed frequently.
Originally, NISSL substances, together with neurofibrils, have histologically been considered as a structure peculiar to the nerve cell. Since the investigation on them by GERSCH and BODIAN (1943) , however, it has become considered that this substance is nothing but ribose nucleic acid. But, NISSL substance, in its fixed figure, displays a cetain, definite arrangement according to the kind of nerve cells, and a certain definite change in response to various physico-chemical disturbances, pathologic states or functional variations. From these findings, NISSL substance is considered to reveal a phase of functional conditions of the nucleic acid metabolism in the cell.
As to the changes of NISSL substance of neurosecretory cells in the dehydrated condition, ORTMANN (1951) has reported, with rats, that the NISSL substances lying scattered in the whole cytoplasm in the normal condition are observed gradually decreasing from the perinuclear area with the progress of dehydration, become observable only in the cell periphery, becoming thinner by degrees. He interprets this decrease to show a consumption of NISSL substances as material for the production of secretory material in response to the hyperactivity of secretion in the dehydrated condition. HILD & ZETLER (1953) and LEVEQUE (1953) also have observed a marked peripheral localization and general decrease of NISSL substances in the dehydrated animals.
As has been mentioned already, the author has observed, in the dehydrated condition, an irregularity of arrangement as well as of shapes and forms of NISSL substances in neurosecretory cells, and its definite relation with the size of a cell as is seen in the normal cell has been scarcely observed by the author as well. Such decrease of NISSL substances, however, as has been described by ORTMANN, by LEVEQUE and by HILD and ZETLER has not been found by the author. An irregularity of arrangement as well as of shapes and forms of NISSL substances in the dehydrated condition might be considered to be a finding manifesting a variation of a cell function brought in answering to the abrupt, excessive demand for secretory material. e) Neurosecretory material. In the previous paper, the author has reported that there are found 3 kinds of secretory granules in normal hypothalamic neurosecretory cells according to their shapes and forms, and stainability. In the dehydrated condition, those neurosecrecapable of being numbered, regardless of the size of a cell, and the cells with secretory granule of the other forms become unobservable in the neurosecretory nucleus. In the cytoplasm, fine granular secretory materials are found the most frequently in the area, a little distant from the NISSL area of cell periphery and nearer to the nucleus, as is the case with normal neurosecretory cells which have a small amount of secretory material. When the secretory materials are stained up with aldehydefuchsin, after the contour of mitochondria which had been revealed with iron-hematoxylin was figured, on investigating the relationship between the two, it is found that, in most cases, secretory materials are stained up in the area nearly agreeing with the area where many mitochondria are observed. Hence, it is presumable that, in the formation of secretory material, mitochondria might play an important role with their enzyms.
III. Summary.
With experimentally dehydrated dogs, general conditions of neursecretory cells of supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei and changes in the shapes and forms, arrangements, and distributions etc. of mitochondria, GOLGIapparatus, NISSLsubstance, and neurosecretory material were observed.
1. The size of a cell nucleus is enlarged in the dehydrated condition, manifesting hyperactivity of cell function.
2. Intranucleolar vesicles are increased markedly, and taking the irregularization of the arrangement and distribution of NISSL-substance also into account, a change of the mechanism of RNA metabolism is suggested.
3. Mitochondria are observed to grow long rod-like or filamentous and, in addition, to tend to collect themselves in the cytoplasm nearer to the nucleus. It is considered that mitochondria would probably participate in the formation of secretory material indirectly through their enzyme system. 4. GOLGI-apparatus, in the dehydrated condition, are developed remarkably, displaying frequently a complicated network formation. On the other hand, many cells with GOLGI-apparatus of fragmented form are observed. These findings are considered to be symptoms of hyperactivities of cell-functions.
5. Individual NISSL bodies become irregular in shape and form, unequal in size, and confused in arrangement, and massive NISSL-substances appear frequently in the central area of a cell, esp. adhering to the nuclear membrane. These findings are considered to signify a condition where a good many material to be consumed for the production of the secretory granule are being supplied answering to a markedly increasing demand of adiuretin. The condition might be accompanied by the change of the mechanism of RNA metabolism.
6. Of secretory material in the cell, in the dehydrated condition, an extremely small amount of them in fine granular form are only observed scattering in the cytoplasm near the nucleus. This might signify that the secretory material, answering to an increasing demand, is quickly transported to the posterior lobe, with little time to stay in the cell body.
7. Such cytological findings on neurosecretory cells in the dehydrated condition as are described above are considered to show that the production of the secretory material accompanied by some changes, more or less, of the mechanism of RNA metabolism, is in a highly elevated condition. 
